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Microsoft Windows Home Server 2011 Unleashed (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Covers the newest version of WHS!


	 


	This is the most comprehensive, practical, and useful guide to the brand-new version of Windows Home Server 2011. Paul McFedries doesn’t just cover all facets of running Windows Home Server: He shows how to use it...
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Microsoft XNA 4.0 Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	The Microsoft XNA 4.0 Game Development Cookbook is all about what happens once

	you've completed the various introductory tutorials, and want to create something with

	a little more substance.





	In this book, you'll find examples of how to flesh out some of the more complex, or initially

	less intuitive, pieces...
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Microsoft(R) XNA(TM) Unleashed: Graphics and Game Programming for Xbox 360 and WindowsSams Publishing, 2007
Many developers became interested in programming because they saw a video game and thought, “How did they do that?” This book helps demystify what is required to make video games. Being able to write games on a next-generation console like the Xbox 360 has never been an option for the masses before. Now with the XNA Framework, games can...
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Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10: Music, Movies, and TV for PCs, Tablets, and PhonesApress, 2015

	Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10 enables you to unleash the entertainment potential of your Windows 10 PC, tablet, or phone—or any combination of the three! Learn how to stream movies and TV shows, manage your media collection, purchase new media, and upload your music collection to the cloud.


	Make your...
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Vector Games Math Processors (Wordware Game Math Library)Wordware Publishing, 2002
Vector math processors have, up until recently, been in the domain of
the supercomputer, such as the Cray computers. Computers that have
recently joined this realm are the Apple Velocity Engine (AltiVec)
coprocessor of the PowerPC G4 in Macintosh and UNIX computers, as
well as IBM’s Power PC-based Gekko used in the...
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Visual Basic Game Programming For TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Get ready to create your first complete 2D-based role-playing game using Visual Basic 6.0. If you have experience using Visual Basic, you already have the essential skills that you need. You will learn, step by step, how to construct each part of an RPG game using DirectX components such as Direct3D. As you work your way through the book, you will...
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XNA 4.0 Game Development by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	XNA Game Studio enables hobbyists and independent game developers to easily create video games. It gives you the power to bring your creations to life on Windows, the Xbox 360, the Zune, and the Windows Phone platforms. But before you give life to your creativity with XNA, you need to gain a solid understanding of some game development...
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Getting Started with Clickteam FusionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Multimedia Fusion is an extremely powerful yet easy-to-use visual creation tool. With MMF2 s amazing event editor system, you are able to quickly generate games or apps without having to master a traditional programming language. Multimedia Fusion 2 is a game and application authoring tool that allows you to design and develop games for...
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Google on the Go: Using an Android-Powered Mobile PhoneQue, 2009
Google on the Go
 

THE EASY, FUN, PRACTICAL GUIDE TO GOOGLE ANDROID PHONES!

So you’ve got one of those hot new Android-powered phones? Awesome! Now, get the most out of it with Google on the Go! This friendly, easy book shows exactly how...
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Game Programming Golden Rules (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004
Writing computer games is hard. Games today are complex projects that involve large teams of specialized artists and programmers. These teams are perpetually pushing technology beyond its boundaries and stretching their skills to the max. To alleviate these problems, Game Programming Golden Rules presents a series of nine "Golden Rules"...
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Generation Xbox: How Videogames Invaded HollywoodYellow Ant Media Ltd, 2012

	Hollywood is under attack from videogames. Movies defined the 20th century but games are now pushing them aside as the medium that captures our time, fascination and money. Generation Xbox digs into the love-hate relationship between games and cinema that has led us to this point. It's a story of disaster, triumph and Angelia Jolie in hot...
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Windows Phone 7 XNA CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Windows Phone certainly held the hot spot at the world-class consumer electronics event,

	the International CES in January 2012. Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer said, “The past year has

	really been about the whole push to build what can clearly be the strong third ecosystem in

	the smartphone market, with a very differentiated...
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